D2-4: ROUND BOWLS WITH RIPPLED SHOULDER

Cf. the B2 section.

1. Boxford, 1926, no.35. -B o
2. Nacton [1113]. - ●
3. Colchester, Sheepe, Cam.220Ba: site L. AD10-43 ●
   Cam.229C: site L4. AD10-43 ●
4. Wendens Ambo no.3. (1B) o
5. Gun Hill no.51, ditch F.1. -S ●
   no.54, ditch F.7. -S o
6. Canewdon, Scotts Hall [243]. RB △
7. South Benfleet [53]. - ●
8. Southend, Hastings Road [215]. Roman ●
9. Farningham, Calfstock Lane, no.296, F.2 upper fill. AD50-100 ●
10. Teston, Court Lodge Farm, nos.3, 4. 1S ●
12. Birchington [1152], Worsfold Coll. -S △
13. Brickwall Hill ditch 2, no.7. 1S ●
14. Grubs Barn period 1 ditch, fig.2 no.2. 1S ●
15. Wheathampstead, Wheeler's nos.11, 12. -S ●
17. Northampton, Moulton Park, enclosure 2 main ditch, middle fill no.147. 1S o
gully G46, no.211. 1S ●

Notes
Like the B2 forms, this has a wide range in both distribution and dating. It does not occur in the late 1st century BC levels at Braughing, but it does in those ditches that are probably contemporary at Brickwall Hill, Grubs Barn, and Wheathampstead, in a fairly crude form; yet it also appears, more regularly made and finished, in post-conquest deposits. It is period I and native in fabric at Sheepe, at least 34 specimens (I-III/IV): it constitutes a much more persistent native undercurrent in bowl and jar forms than the cordoned B3 and D2-1 types, which are late and quickly become romanised. The rippling is certainly easier to make.
D2-4: round bowls with rippled shoulder.